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Abstract

The present article deals with supply chain management considered as a Discrete Event System (DES).

We introduce a new modeling approach based on linear and non-stationary (max, +) equations obtained

from a Timed Coloured Petri Nets (TCPN) describing the studied system’s behavior. Our contribution

does not lie only on the modeling of the dynamics associated with vehicles and their timetables at

different sites (e.g., suppliers, warehouses, customers), but also on the evaluation of loading, unloading,

and delivery times of products from suppliers to customers, taking into account their appropriate

characteristics (e.g., number, nature, destination). Moreover, a control approach is performed to

optimize the number of vehicles to deploy on the network by ensuring product storage times below a

given threshold at some specific sites considered strategic (e.g., delivery hubs). The developed models

can be used as a decision-making system for logistic companies to result in efficient supply chain

management. The developed models are tested and validated on several configurations and scenarios

to demonstrate our approach’s applicability.

Keywords: Modeling, Performance evaluation, Control, Coloured Petri nets, (Max, +) algebra,

Supply Chain, Logistics, Transportation, Delivery.

This paper is a extension of the research work presented at the CIE49 (best paper award).

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the importance of supply chain management (SCM) continues to evolve [1]. In fact, with

the development of the economy, the transportation of production materials and products is frequent.
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As a result, the transportation and delivery cost becomes one of the main parts of companies costs

[2]. Indeed, it is necessary to ensure that these companies can perform their key activities and fulfill

customer orders under specific quality requirements [3]. For such reason, several works and researches

have been realized to manage and control logistic networks to reduce companies costs (e.g., transport,

storage, and delivery) and reduce gas emissions, and ensure industrial performances [4,1,5].

With analogy to other Discrete Event Systems (DES) classes such as production systems and

computer systems, logistic networks (LN) can be considered as a dynamic DES governed by different

phenomena, including synchronization, parallelism, competition, and resource sharing. The diversity

and the complexity of these phenomena make the study of these classes of DES more complicated and

challenging.

To cope with these complicated issues, great efforts have been devoted to modeling these phenomena

to solve supply chain problems. In the literature, various methods and models have been proposed for

modeling logistic networks. These models can be grouped into three categories: deterministic models

[6] where all the parameters are known, stochastic models [7,4] where at least one parameter is unknown

but follows a probabilistic distribution, and models based on simulation [8,9]. First of all, deterministic

models are insufficient when dealing with the dynamic and stochastic characteristics of the supply chain

system, which are due, for example, to demand fluctuations, traffic conditions, etc. Accordingly, several

studies explore the stochastic behavior of logistic networks [10,11,12,13]. These studies mostly involve

metaheuristic optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GA) [10], evolutionary programming

(EP) [11], and genetic programming (GP) [14]. These models do not provide reliable (and in some cases

optimal) solutions and states of the studied system at every moment. Furthermore, simulation models

(e.g., spreadsheet simulation, discrete-event simulation, business games) do not provide a formal (i.e.,

mathematical equations with formal syntax and semantics) representation of the studied system and,

more importantly, a ‘closed-form’ solution. Instead, the simulation analysts experiment with different

input values and model structures to see what happens to the output.

For all these reasons, there is an increasing demand for formal models that produce suitable so-

lutions to model and control these systems, taking into account their stochastic behavior. Petri nets

[15,16] combined with dioid algebra [17,18] provide a relevant approach that fulfills this aim [19,20]

by providing precise graphical models for the analysis and the simulation of the studied system and

mathematical equations that describe its dynamical evolution.

This paper presents a formal approach for modeling and controlling logistic networks. The proposed

approach is based on TCPN and (max, +) algebra. The developed supply chain models explicitly in-

corporate transport operations of vehicles and goods delivery from suppliers to customers. This paper’s

originality lies firstly in combining TCPN and (max, +) algebra to provide formal, precise, and reliable

solutions for management of logistic issues in a supply chain. It provides both appropriate graphical
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models that are more faithful to reality and mathematical equations describing logistic networks’ dy-

namical evolution. A second contribution consists of expressing the TCPN model into non-stationary

(max, +) models to formally evaluate the studied system metrics. The difficulty lies in solving and ex-

pressing all the encountered conflicts, related to resources sharing and situations of choice, in the TCPN

model. For this reason, mathematical functions, called routing functions, are explicitly introduced and

defended. Afterwards, some quantitative and qualitative properties of the system are evaluated based

on developed models. We mainly focused on the departure/arrival of vehicles from/to various network

sites (e.g., supplier, customer, logistic hub) and loading, unloading, and storage times of each product

at every network site, especially within logistic hubs. The influence of vehicles’ limited capacity on

transportation and delivery of goods is also addressed in this paper. Finally, the timetabling problem

is considered to minimize logistics companies’ costs (i.e., by optimizing the number of vehicles deployed

on the network) while maintaining product storage time below a given threshold. We call, in what

follows ST this minimum Storage Time representing a storage time threshold.

The developed study in this paper presents three main advantages. First, we consider more realistic

constraints (e.g., vehicles’ finite capacity, network structure, limited vehicle fleet). Second, the devel-

oped models are modular and easily extendable for more enormous logistic networks (i.e., worldwide

logistic network). Finally, the proposed approach provides efficient and reliable solutions for both

customers and logistics operators/companies. The developed models are validated on several scenarios

and configurations of the studied logistic network. This paper extends and generalizes the research

work presented in CIE49 while considering more large networks instead of small ones. All the proposed

models and algorithms in the initial work are now extended and generalized.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the studied logistic network,

its TCPN model and its mathematical modeling using (max, +) algebra. The control approach for

the optimal management of the studied network is presented in section 3. An illustrative numerical

example is presented in section 4. The last section concludes the paper and presents some perspectives.

2. Logistic network description and modeling

2.1. Description of the studied supply chain

The present section is dedicated to describing the studied logistic network, composed of suppliers,

warehouses, and customers, as illustrated in Figure 1. More precisely, this network contains several

paths denoted Pi (i>0). In fact, a path Pi is defined by it’s first supplier and a final customer (denoted

Si
1 and Si

pi
respectively), passing by various sites in between namely warehouses (or logistic hubs)

(Si
wi

) and intermediate suppliers (Si
2,...,Si

pi−1). Two examples of paths are provided in Figure 1. The
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Figure 1: The studied logistic network

first path P1 is illustrated by black arrows, connecting supplier Si
1 to customer Si

pi
and the second one

P2 is illustrated by red arrows connecting supplier Si+1
1 to customer Si+1

pi+1
. Every path is supposed to

be served by a fixed number of vehicles ni for a given period. We note that vehicles are characterized

by their limited capacity Cpiji (with ji ∈ 1, .., ni), which refers to the maximum number of goods

(products or pallets) that can be loaded inside. In the present contribution, we suppose that all

products have the same size. Moreover, for every path in the studied supply chain, we define τ i2 (resp.

τ i4, ..., τ i2pi−2) as the travel time between the network sites Si
1 (resp. Si

2, ..., Si
pi−1) and Si

2 (resp. Si
3,

..., Si
pi

). We also define τ i1 (resp. τ i3,..,τ i2pi−1) as the stop time of vehicles at Si
1 (resp. Si

2, ..., Si
pi

)

supposed fixed in this work, which include the mean time needed to load/unload a product to/from

a vehicle, denoted δ. Furthermore, we assume that customers’ orders are given randomly, and that

every product’s destination is predetermined. Knowing the product destination enables to evaluate

the suitable loading, unloading and storage times of each product at every site. For instance, and

based on the provided network presented in Figure 1, in order to send a product from the supplier Si
1

to the customer Si+1
pi+1

, it will be loaded and transported by vehicles on Pi, placed in the warehouse

Si
wi

, and then will be transported by vehicles on Pi+1 to be finally delivered to its destination (Si+1
pi+1

).

We precise that the proposed approach can be easily extended to a global network with several path

and logistic hubs. In addition, the structure (or paths) of the studied network can be changed at any

moment. It is worth noting that in the best of our knowledge, through the realized state of the art, we

are the first researchers who developed this new methodology approach combining TCPN and (max,
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+) algebra to model, analyze, and control a supply chain seen as a DES. To argue and support this

affirmation, a literature review was carried out. The adopted method follows the guidelines proposed

in21. It consists of four steps: (1) determine inclusion/exclusion criteria, (2) select databases, (3)

define keywords and construct database queries, and finally (4) select pertinent literature and report

the results. These steps are detailed in what follows.

Step 1. First of all, we consider a set of well-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria described below.

- Inclusion criteria: (i) papers investigating our research problem: logistics modeling and control, (ii)

High-quality articles published in peer-reviewed academic journals, and (iii) papers published over the

past fifty years (i.e., from 1970 to 2020).

- Exclusion criteria: papers that are written in a language other than English (i.e., logistics studies’

dominant language).

Step 2. In this step, we select databases: First of all, Google Scholar and WoS, one of the famous

and important databases, were used to search for a set of interest publications. To avoid missing any

publication from peer-reviewed academic journals, the previous set was completed with publications

from other databases of international editors, namely ScienceDirect, IEEEXplore, Taylor & Francis,

Wiley Online Library, and Springer.

Step 3. In this step, we define keywords and construct database queries: this task started with searching

publications having the primary terms (or topic): Logistics, modeling, control, Petri nets, and (max,

+) algebra. Afterwards, a refinement searching in which correlated keywords identified from the first

review were added, namely models/methods, supply chain management, optimization.

Step 4. By applying the criteria mentioned above, no article has been identified. Therefore, we could

confirm that TCPN and (max, +) algebra are combined for the first time to model and control a

supply chain.

The TCPN model of the studied supply chain is developed in the following section.

2.2. The TCPN model of the studied supply chain

The proposed graphical model describes, in a modular way, the supply chain presented in Figure

1. In fact, we develop models for the path Pi (with i > 0). For more details about the basic concepts

of TCPN, the reader may refer to [22,16]. TCPN add another dimension to tokens compared to basic

Petri nets. Tokens now can represent different objects by introducing the colour concept. For example,

we can use different tokens to represent vehicles (< ji > in Figure 2) or sites (< si > in Figure 2).

These different tokens can then be used to determine which of the multiple validated transitions can

be fired. For example, in Figure 2, the transition xi,2 will be fired after the firing of xi,1 plus the time

associated with P i
1 (i.e., τ i1).
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To Trucks circuit

Arrival of customers demand and loading of products

Unloading of products

Figure 2: TCPN model of the supply chain

To illustrate various processes, the global TCPN model describing the behaviour of the studied logistic

network is divided into three main sub-models: (i) vehicles circuit (ii) arrival of customers demand and

loading of products, (iii) unloading of the products within logistic hubs or delivery to final customer

sites. The various notations used on the TCPN model are presented in Table 1. In what follows, we

develop each sub-model of the TCPN model of Figure 2.

2.2.1. Sub-model 1: Vehicles circuits

Every path Pi is served by a finite number of vehicles ji (ji ∈ {1, ..., ni}) supposed to be initially at

their departure site Si
1 which corresponds to the first supplier (modeled by tokens with various colors

in the place Pni). The transition ui models authorization for vehicles to transport and deliver some

products according to customer demand. The firing of xi,1 models the vehicle circuit beginning. It
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Table 1: Elements of the TCPN model

Transitions

ui Authorization departure given to a vehicle;

xi,2mi Departure of a vehicle from the site Si
mi

;

xi,2mi+1 Arrival of a vehicle to site Si
mi+1;

CAi Arrival of a costumer demand;

LPi Loading of products;

UCi Unloading of products;

UWi Unloading of products in a logistic hub;

Places

Ei Authorization to begin a circuit;

Pi
2mi−1 Vehicle waiting at the site Si

mi
;

Pi
2mi

Moving vehicle to site Si
mi+1;

Pni Vehicle ready to begin a new circuit;

PWi Products ready to be transported;

PBi Products on board;

PCi Vehicles capacities;

LOi Authorization order to load the products;

UOi Authorization order to unload the products;

Variables and color domains

ji in Ci
1 with Ci

1 is 1,..,ni

si, desti in Ci
2 with Ci

2 is Si
1,..,Si

pi
;

Ci
3 is < Ci

1, C
i
2 >;

Ci
5 is < Ci

1, C
i
4 >;

Ci is 1Cpi
1 ∪ ..∪ n

Cpi
ni

i ;

waits τ i1 time units before leaving the departure site (by firing xi,2). This time corresponds to the load

operation of products to be transported to different sites. Indeed, the firing of xi,1 puts simultaneously

a token < ji > in the place Pi
1 (which models vehicle waiting), a second token < ji, S

i
1 > in the

place LOi (which models the authorization order for products to be loaded) and finally a third token

< ji, S
i
1 > in the place UOi (which models the authorization order for products to be unloaded). After

that, the vehicle ji leaves its departure site and moves to the next one (by adding a token < ji > in Pi
2).

τ i2 units of time later, the vehicle ji arrives at the second site Si
2 (by firing xi,3 by the token < ji >).

The same operation is performed in the other sites (Si
3,..,Si

pi
). After delivering the final customer,

the vehicle comes back to the starting site Si
1 (by adding a token in Pi

2pi
). Two options are possible

on the return way of a vehicle, coming back directly to the departure point or considering inverse

logistic while passing by different actors already visited in the sens First supplier - Final customer.
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This inverse logistic is out of the scope of this paper. So we suppose that each vehicle comes back to

its departure site after accomplishing a delivery task to the final customer.

2.2.2. Sub-model 2: Arrival of customers demand and loading of products

In all cases, customers’ demands are managed by firing the transition CAi. Moreover, when a

customer Si
ci (ci ∈{2,..,pi}) demands a product or (a lot of products) from a supplier Si

mi
(mi ∈{1,..,pi-

1} with mi 6= ci), the transition CAi is fired and a token with color < Si
mi

> is putted in the place

PWi. A token in this place models a product to be transported. The product waiting in Si
mi

get

loaded on the vehicle ji (by firing the transition LPi) when this vehicle arrives at this site with free

space inside (tokens < ji > in PCi). If a vehicle is full (without free space), not yet loaded products

have to wait for the next vehicle. Finally, product loading/unloading is supposed to follow the FIFO

(First In First Out) rule. This means that demands are managed by starting with the first ones.

2.2.3. Sub-model 3: Unloading of products

Every product has a destination modeled by < desti > (< desti > is the color that indicates the

customer that demands this product). The place PBi models the products onboard. The transition

UCi is fired by a token < ji, S
i
mi

> when a vehicle ji arrives at the site Si
mi

to deliver a product.

However, if a client from a path Pi+1 (r 6=i) ordered a product from a supplier of path Pi, the vehicle

ji has to unloaded the product at the logistic hub or warehouse (by firing UWi) so that a vehicle (of

path Pi+1) ji+1 can transport it to the desired customer. After unloading the products from a vehicle

ji (by firing UCi or UWi), the free space within this vehicle increases (by adding tokens < ji > in the

place PCi).

A formal verification and validation of the proposed TCPN models are carried out using the soft-

ware CPN Tools (i.e., one of the most efficient tools for editing, simulating, and analyzing colored

Petri nets16). The formal verification is based on the state space of the TCPN model, generated

automatically by CPN Tools. This allows the verification of both quantitative and qualitative (e.g.,

liveness and deadlock-free) properties.

The proposed TCPN model presents three main advantages. First, the model enlightens the state

of vehicles (e.g., moving, number of products onboard, free space inside) and the various sites (e.g.,

number of products to be transported). Finally, the arrival of customers’ demands, loading/unloading

of products, and vehicles’ finite capacity are also represented.

In the next section, (max, +) models representing the previous TCPN model’s dynamic behavior

are given to analyze and evaluate logistics behavior quantitatively.

Afterwards, we used a theorem (proven by [Bacceli et al. 1992]) for the optimal control in (max, +)

algebra using JIT (Just In Time) approach. Our optimal command is mainly based on this theorem,

our state equations, and the chosen criteria.
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2.3. (Max, +) description of the supply chain behavior

This section proposes a mathematical formulation of the logistic network (described by a TCPN

model) to formally evaluate the various transitions’ firings. The objective is to obtain a linear analytic

description of the studied network characterized by synchronization and conflicts issued from resources

sharing, and choice situations. To this end, we use the powerful modeling and analysis ability of (max,

+) algebra. This latter allows to obtain linear and non-stationary equations representing the logistic

network’s behavior.

The (max, +) equations of each sub-model of Figure 2 are presented:(i) vehicles circuit (ii) cus-

tomers demand arrival and products loading (iii) and unloading of the products. As it is known, (max,

+) algebra is dedicated to the computation of the occurrence dates of events (called ”daters”) [20].

Since we have modeled the logistic network with TCPN, the concept of color must be integrated within

(max, +) equations. So, the associated dater with a transition x fired by a token of color y is denoted

x<y>(k) and represents the date of the kth firing of x by a token with color y (< y >). As already

mentioned, we recall that one of the most contributions of this paper is combining TCPN models with

(max, +) equations while integrating the color concepts into mathematical equations for managing

and controlling the logistic network. For more details concerning dioid algebra, especially (max, +)

algebra, the reader may refer to [23].

2.3.1. (Max, +) model of vehicle circuit

In the following, we express the dynamic behavior of vehicles (Figure 2), in terms of daters, by

mathematical equations in the usual algebra and then by (max, +) equations. So, the kth firing of each

transition of the proposed TCPN model describing vehicles circuit is given by the following system.

∀k > 1



xi,1<ji>
(k) = max(ui<ji>

(k), x
i,2pi+1
<ji>

(k − 1))

xi,2<ji>
(k) = max(xi,1<ji>

(k) + τ i1, LP
i
<ji,S

i
1>

(ki1,ji ) + δ, UCi
<ji,S

i
1>

(oi1,ji ) + δ)

.......

x
i,2wi−1
<ji>

(k) = x
i,2wi−2
<ji>

(k) + τ i
2(qi−1)

x
i,2wi
<ji>

(k) = max(x
i,2wi−1
<ji>

(k) + τ i2wi−1, LP
i
<ji,Si

wi
>

(kiwi,ji
) + δ, UCi

<ji,Si
wi

>
(oiwi,ji

) + δ, UW i
<ji,Si

wi
>

(oipi+1,ji
) + δ)

.......

x
i,2pi+1
<ji>

(k) = x
i,2pi
<ji>

(k) + τ i2pi
(1)

- For the first equation of (1): the vehicle ji starts its kth turn (kth firing of xi
1 by < ji >) after both

completing his (k-1)th turn ((k-1)th firing of xi
2pi+1 by < ji >), and when a departure permission is

given due to a customer demand (kth firing of ui by < ji >).
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- For the second equation of (1): A vehicle ji leaves the departure site (the first supplier) Si
1 for the

kth time (kth firing of xi,2 by <ji >) after waiting τ i1 time units in this site so that products can get

loaded (firing of LPi by <ji, S
i
1 >) and unloaded (firing of UCi by <ji, S

i
1 >) from the vehicle. The

parameter ki
1,ji

(k) (resp. oi1,ji(k)) are counters that represents the number of firings of LPi (resp. UCi)

by <ji, S
i
1 > (resp. <ji, S

i
1 >) before the kth departure of the vehicle ji from the site Si

1 [20,24]. The

other equations are performed in the same way.

To make the system (1) in matrix form, we define vehicles state vector Xi
<ji>

(k) and the input

vector Ui
<ji>

(k): {
Xi

<ji>(k) = [xi,1<ji>
(k), xi,2<ji>

(k), .., xi,2pi<ji>
(k), xi,2pi+1

<ji>
(k)]T ;

U i
<ji>(k) = ui

<ji>(k).

We assume that every vehicle ji leaves a station after loading and unloading all the concerned products.

Considering this hypothesis and using (max, +) notations (The operator ⊕ represents the (max,+)-

addition, and ⊗ represents the (max, +)-multiplication), the system (1) can be easily written as follow:

Xi
<ji>(k) = Ai

1 ⊗Xi
<ji>(k)⊕Ai

2 ⊗Xi
<ji>(k − 1)⊕Bi

1 ⊗ U i
<ji>(k) (2)

with: Ai
1=



ε ε . . . ε ε

τ i1 ε . . . ε ε

ε τ i2 . . . ε ε

...
...

. . .
...

...

ε ε ε τ i2pi ε


, Ai

2=



ε . . . ε e

ε . . . ε ε

ε . . . ε ε

...
. . .

...
...

ε . . . ε ε


and Bi

1=



e

ε

ε

...

ε


The matrix Ai

1 is nilpotent, so the implicit equation (2) can then be rewritten as follows:

Xi
<ji>(k) = Ai ⊗Xi

<ji>(k − 1)⊕Bi ⊗ U i
<ji>(k) (3)

with: Ai=Ai ∗
1 ⊗Ai

2, and Bi=Ai ∗
1 ⊗Bi

1. We recall that Ai ∗
1 is the Kleene star of Ai

1 (Ai ∗
1 =

⊕
k≥0

(Ai
1)k).

From equation (3), we can evaluate vehicles timetables (the arrival and departure times of vehicles

to/from sites) for a given period.

In the next section, we present the (max, +) model that describes loading dates of products.

2.3.2. (Max, +) model for goods loading

To model loading of products, we need to find the different relations between the firings of the

transitions LPi, CAi and UWi+1 by the various colors. To this end, we introduce some functions

called routing functions to express the firing dates of the transition related to the loading of products

(LPi). More precisely, these routing functions’ role is to manage and solve the conflicts related to

product loading, according to their destination and the availability of free space inside the vehicle.
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The following equations allow evaluating loading times of products within each site (at the supplier

site or logistic hub). For m=1,..,pi and ji=1,..,ni, ∀k ≥ 1,

LP i
<ji,Si

mi
>(k) =


CAi

<Si
m>

(αi
mi,ji

)⊕ LP i
<ji,Si

mi
>

(k − 1).δ ⊕ xi,2mi−1
<ji>

(βi
mi,ji

) if mi 6= wi

CAi
<Si

wi
>

(αi
wi,ji

)⊕ UW i+1
<Si

wi
>

(δiji )⊕ LP i
<ji,Si

wi
>

(k − 1).δ ⊕ xi,2wi−1
<ji>

(βi
wi,ji

) if mi = wi.

(4)

with: δiji depends on k and represents the routing functions and βith

mi,ji
(k) represents the βith

mi,ji
(k)

turn of the vehicle that will transport the kth product to its destination. Indeed, in case of suppliers

and customers site (mi 6= wi), the kth firing of the transition LPi by < ji, S
i
mi

> occurs after the

αith

mi,ji
(k) firing of the transition CAi by < Si

mi
> and βith

mi,ji
(k) firing of the transition xi,2mi−1 by

< ji >. Besides, in the logistic hubs (or distribution centers, warehouses), products may come from

other suppliers served by vehicles of different paths. For this reason, the kth firing of the transition LPi

by < ji, S
i
wi
> occurs after βith

wi,ji
(k) firing of the transition xi,2wi−1 by < ji > and either the αith

wi,ji
(k)

firing of the transition CAi by < Si
wi

> or the δi
th

ji
(k) firing of the transition UWi+1 by < Si

wi
>

(equation (4)). The mathematical equations of these routing functions are presented and elaborated

with more details in [20]. In the next section, the (max, +) model for evaluating products unloading

times is presented.

2.3.3. (Max, +) model for goods unloading

Similarly to the equation (4), the (max, +) equations describing product’s unloading time are given

by: ∀k > 1,

UCi
<ji,Si

mi
>(k) = ximi,ji(k)⊕ xi,2mi−1

<ji>
(ξip2

i+mi,ji
)⊗ δ ⊕ UCi

<ji,Si
mi

>(k − 1)⊗ δ (5)

where xi,mi(k) is given by the following equations: ∀k > 1,

ximi,ji(k) = LP i
<ji,Si

1>
(ξipi(mi−1)+1,ji

⊕ ..⊕ LP i
<ji,Si

d>
(ξipi(mi−1)+d,ji

(6)

The kth product (for which the destination is site Si
mi

) is unloaded from the vehicle ji when this

vehicle, in its (ξi
p2
i+mi,ji

)th turn, arrives at this site. The routing functions ξiu,ji (u∈1,..,pi(pi+1) are

proposed to express the daters of UCi. These functions depend essentially on the product’s destination.

An algorithm to compute these routing functions is developed.

As a summary, after verifying and validating the TCPN model, we express the firing dates of TCPN

transitions with linear and non-stationary mathematical equations in (max, +) algebra. However,

the complexity of the studied logistic network, characterized mainly by conflicts and synchronization,

makes this phase quite tricky. Accordingly, we introduce some routing functions to solve these problems

11



and present the studied network with state equations in (max, +) algebra. In the next section, an

optimal control of the studied system is proposed. This control approach is based on a theorem (proven

by17) for the optimal control in (max, +) algebra using JIT (Just In Time) paradigm.

3. Optimal control of the studied supply chain

The problem addressed in this work concerns the problem of timetable computation. Our goal

is to optimize the number of vehicles deployed on the network to keep the products’ storage time in

the various sites (e.g., particularly warehouses or distribution centers) below a pre-defined parameter

noted ST. This considerably reduces the transportation companies’ costs and their environmental

impact (e.g., gas emissions). Therefore, a control approach based on the techniques developed in the

context of dioid residuation theory is proposed to adjust or regulate timetables to respect the specific

ST.

From a control point of view, our system is characterized by the input vector Ui
<ji>

which represents

departure time of vehicles from their departure sites and the output vector Yi
<ji>

which corresponds

to the vector of the arrival times of vehicles ji at sites considered as strategic (at which the quality of

service, presented by ST, must be respected more particularly).

3.1. Synthesis of the optimal control

A relevant goal for the control of such systems is to delay as much as possible the input events

occurrences (i.e., to compute the greatest control vector Ui
<ji>

) while ensuring performances imposed

by a given specification (the specification corresponds here to the proposed constraints (ST)). This

problem corresponds to the just in time control problem, which commonly aims at supplying the right

quantity at the desired time. In this paper, the desired time is denoted Ydi
ji

and corresponds to

vehicles arrival dates to sites where the service level must be respected (ST).

We aim to synthesize a command Ui
<ji>

which allows the output Yi
<ji>

to occur at the desired moment

(Ydi
ji

).

Y i
<ji>(k) = Ci(k)⊗Xi

<ji>(k) (7)

with : Ci(k) ∈ R(1)×(2pl+1)
max , Ci(k)=[ε, .., e, ε, .., ε] with Ci(k) 2v−1 = e (Si

v is the desired station).

The just in time control method consists of determining the input-output relation (or the transfer

matrix) of the system presented by (3). First, considering the earliest functioning rule of the system

12
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Figure 3: The methodology adopted to study the global network with changes of paths

(25), we obtain from (3) the following equation:

Xi
<ji>(k) = Ai ∗BiU i

<ji>(k) (8)

Therefore, the input-output relationship of the system presented by (3) is given by:

H = CiAi ∗Bi (9)

Furthermore, the control is optimal in the sense that it optimizes the chosen criteria ((i) minimize

the number of vehicles deployed and (i) keep products storage time below ST). In our case, the

optimal command is denoted Ui
<ji> opt and it optimizes the criteria mentioned above. According to

the residuation theory, the expression of the Ul,j
opt command is given by:

U i
<ji> opt =

⊕
Ui

<ji>
|HUi

<ji>
≤Y di

ji

U i
<ji> = Y diji \H = Y diji \ C

iAi ∗Bi (10)

The choice of the vehicle to deploy on the network depends mainly on the desired output Ydi
ji

.

13



This output parameter should respect the constraints related to products storage threshold, and it is

chosen as follows: as a first step, we choose among the (ni)
th vehicle that be used with respect to

the ST parameter. Therefore, Ydi
ji

is given according to the availability of these vehicles. However,

if none of the ni (initially nl=1) vehicles meet this requirement, we add a new vehicle on the desired

path. Every vehicle added is injected either in the departure site or in a given site where the ST is

solicited. We precise that developed models are executed each time the structure change (figure 3).

4. The case study

As mentioned before, the proposed approach may be applied to a massive network with various

sites (e.g., suppliers, warehouses, customers). However, to simplify the approach, we present a simple

case study to show the proposed models’ effectiveness. More precisely, we present a simple supply

chain (figure 4). The data of the considered network is presented in whats follows: number of sites is

eight, the number of vehicles is four, and the capacity of these vehicles is 20 pallets. The waiting and

traveling times (with hour as time unit) of vehicles are presented in figure 4.

After a formal validation of the proposed TCPN models using CPN Tools, we implement the (max,

+) algebra models in the Scilab environment. Indeed, the modularity of the models suggests using

efficient software such as Scilab, which allows to model systems with a large number of variables.

The resulting simulation model is compact, simple to implement, and keeps the model’s modularity

feature while reproducing its structure. The adopted methodology is validated on several scenarios

and configuration of the studied system (i.e., from small to large scale network), and the simulation

results are reported in what follows.
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Figure 4: The studied network
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For the considered supply chain, Figure 5-(a) reports random arrival of customers demands (sales

orders), storage times of the products at the studied site (logistic hub mentioned in figure 4), in case

of the initial planning (scenario with no control). For instance, in Figure 5-(a), the storage time of

the first product is 44.49 H. Figure 5-(b) presents the two considered scenarios: scenario 1 (in which

we suppose that we do not have any control and do not apply any constraint on vehicles circulation

(figure 5-(a)) and scenario 2 (in which we set the ST to 15 H at the studied warehouse (figure 4)). The

obtained results for the second scenario confirm that products storage time is always below the chosen

ST and does not exceed 15H. Moreover, to respect this constraint, five vehicles are used instead of just

four (scenario 1).
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(a) Storage time and customers demand at the studied warehouse
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(b) Storage time (H) of some products at the studied warehouse
Scenario 1 : No control 
Scenario 2 : ST = 15min

Figure 5: Products storage times under two scenarios

Moreover, in some sites (such as a warehouse on the same path as the studied one) where the

control is not considered, the results show that after a given time (transitional regime), storage time

of some products remains below a given limit because this storage time is impacted by the control

in the previous warehouse. Thus, all the supply chain components are infected by the control of one

warehouse, as illustrated in Figure 6.

Furthermore, Figure 6 presents the optimal number of vehicles used to satisfy the scenario where

the ST=15H is solicited at the studied warehouse (figure 4). We precise that the optimal number of

vehicles is too high in peak periods (time of the day during which customers’ demands are at their

highest levels) compared to off-peak periods. For instance, in the period of [210 min, 250 min], the

number of vehicles to deploy (in order to respect ST=15H) is six. The proposed models illustrate the

ability to describe the influence of vehicles’ capacity on delivery dates of products. As a result, the
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(a) Influence of controling a warehouse on other warehouse
Scenario 1 : no control
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Figure 6: Influence of controlling a warehouse on other warehouse on the same path

delivery dates of these products increase over time. Based on these observations, one can conclude that

the used vehicles are not enough to transport simultaneously all the asked products from customers’

demands. Thus, in this case, the transportation company should either choose a vehicle with a very

high capacity or increase the number of vehicles circulating in the network. This issue will be addressed

in a future work to find a compromise between the capacity and the number of vehicles to deploy in

the studied supply chain.
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Figure 7: Number of used vehicles in the network
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5. Conclusions

This paper introduces a modeling approach based on TCPN and (max,+) algebra to describe logistic

network performances in terms of transportation and delivery of products. The proposed models are

able to provide a sufficiently accurate and valid formal representation of the supply chain. To show

the models efficiency, a case study describing vehicles’ timetables at different sites and localities and

products’ loading/unloading times is presented. Moreover, the influence of vehicles’ limited capacity

is studied to show the effects of this constraint on the delivery dates of products. Finally, a control

approach, based on (max, +) theory, to minimize transportation costs in terms of the number of

vehicles used in the network is proposed. Further research may introduce more complex modeling

features, such as unexpected events like accidents and delays.
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